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INTRODUCTION 

Rational use of medicines (RUM) as defined by World 

Health Organization (WHO) requires that patients receive 

medications appropriate to their clinical needs, in doses 

that meet their own requirements, for an adequate period 

of time, and at the lowest cost to them and their 

community.1 Irrational use of prescribing is on the rise due 

to many factors like false beliefs, following a prescribing 

pattern of senior doctors, inadequate knowledge, 

ignorance, promotional activities for the profit of 

professionals by pharmaceutical industry and lack of 

enforcement of regulations by regulatory authorities.2 

Essential medicines list (EML) is an integral part of RUM 

and was defined by WHO in 1975 as a major step towards 

promoting RUM.3 The first WHO (EML) was published in 

1977 with revisions every 2 years. In India, the Ministry of 
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Health has revised the National List of Essential Medicines 

of India (NLEMI 2011) in 2015. It contains 376 

medicines.4 EML have shown to improve the quality of 

prescribing and cost-effectiveness of health care delivery.5 

Although majority of residents, students and doctors 

realize the importance of RUM, but application is lacking 

in their routine medical practice.6  

Various studies have evaluated the perception of RUM 

among different groups like nurses, students, clinicians, 

pharmacists and prescribers.7-9 Junior residents [JRs] are 

exposed to variety of prescribing patterns in the first year. 

JRs are the future physicians and specialists. Their attitude 

towards good prescribing and RUM will help in finding 

the lacunae among JR about the knowledge of RUM. 

There are very few studies among JR, hence the present 

study was conducted to assess the knowledge, attitude and 

practice of junior residents about RUM. 

METHODS 

This was a cross-sectional, questionnaire based study 

conducted among junior residents at a tertiary care hospital 

in South India in June 2015. The participants were 

explained about the study and consent was taken. 

Permission was obtained from institutional ethics 

committee. Identity of the residents was kept confidential. 

A self-developed, pre-validated, semi-structured 

questionnaire consisting of both open-ended and closed-

ended items was used. Questionnaire was designed to 

obtain information about the knowledge, attitude and 

practice of RUM. 

The questionnaire was first pre-tested in ten junior faculty 

and was suitably modified before distributing it to the 

participants. The final version of the questionnaire was 

distributed to the participants after explaining the nature 

and purpose of the study. Appropriate instructions about 

filling the questionnaire were given. The data was 

recorded and analyzed using Microsoft Excel (2013 

version) and the results are explained in frequency and 

percentage. 

RESULTS 

Out of 154 junior residents, 147 completed the 

questionnaire and were included in the final analysis. 

Among the 147 JRs, 82 were males and 65 were females. 

The knowledge of RUM among JR is shown in Table 1. 

The attitude and practice of RUM among JR is shown in 

Table 2. 

 

Table 1: Knowledge about RUM (n=147). 

Statement  No. of respondents (%) 

  Yes No 

Are you aware of the term RUM?  123 (83.6)  24 (16.4) 

Are you aware of the term essential medicines?  118 (80.2)  29 (19.8) 

Are you aware of the term P-drugs?  93 (63.2)  54 (36.8) 

When was the last EML list revised? (correct answer -Yes/No)  43(29.2)  104 (70.8) 

Can you name the parts of a prescription?  39 (26.5)  108 (73.5) 

Are you aware of STEP criteria for selection of P-drug?  15 (10.2)  132 (89.8) 

Are you aware of advantages of using P-drug for prescription?  23 (15.6)  124 (83.4) 

Do you know the number of fixed dose combination included in EML?  9 (6.1)  138 (93.9) 

Are you aware of Schedule H drugs?  19 (12.9)  128 (87) 

Are you always aware of the ingredients of the drug you prescribe  109 (74)  38 (26) 
RUM = Rational use of medicines, EML = Essential medicines list, STEP = Safety, tolerability, efficacy, price. The highest percentage 

of answers were for the knowledge of terms i.e. RUM and EML. Least percentage was for number of fixed dose combination in EML and 

STEP criteria for selecting P drugs. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The present study evaluates knowledge, attitude and 

practice about RUM in junior residents working at a 

tertiary care hospital. RUM contributes to maintaining 

high‑quality health care, assessing knowledge of RUM 

among JRs will be helpful in promoting RUM and 

improving health care services. Knowledge is indicative 

understanding of a given subject. Attitude refers to 

feelings towards this subject and any preconceived ideas. 

Their actions in which they demonstrate their knowledge 

and attitude constitutes practice.10 

The knowledge of JRs about RUM is shown in Table 1. 

The knowledge related to EML, P drugs and schedule H 

drugs was limited. Participants had limited knowledge 

about the revision of EML list, number of FDCs in EML, 

STEP criteria for choosing a P drug and advantages of 

choosing a P drug. The findings are similar to other studies 

conducted on KAP of RUM, but in different faculties.11-13  
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Table 2: Attitude and practice about RUM (n=147). 

Statement  No. of respondents (%) 

Do you prescribe 

essential medicines?  

Yes  105 (71.4) 

No  42 (28.6) 

How often do you 

prescribe essential 

medicines  

Always  26 (17.6) 

Frequently  96 (65.3) 

Occasionally 25 (17) 

By which name do you 

prescribe drugs  

Generic  53 (36) 

Trade name  74 (50) 

Both  20 (13.6)  

How often do you 

prescribe new drugs  

Always 29 (19.7) 

Frequently  75 (51)  

Occasionally  43 (29.2) 

Do you think there 

should be a EML in each 

department 

Yes 126 (85.7) 

No  21 (14.3) 

Do you always prescribe 

FDC from the EML 

Yes  9 (6.1)  

No  138 (93.9) 

Do you think regular 

training is needed about 

RUM after MBBS course  

Yes 129 (87.7) 

No 18 (12.3) 

EML = Essential medicines list, FDC = Fixed dose combination, 

RUM = Rational use of medicines 

The primary purpose of EML is to promote RUM 

consisting OF the three important aspects, i.e., safety, 

efficacy and cost. Some studies have even reported that 

there is improvement in the quality of health care 

following use of EML and standard treatment guidelines.14 

Hence, it is essential to adopt measures that will encourage 

their use. 

The attitude and practice of RUM among JRs is shown in 

Table 2. Most of the JRs frequently prescribed drugs from 

EML. Trade name and newer drugs were prescribed 

around 50%. The prescription of FDCs from EML was 

very low (6%). Majority of the JRs agreed that there should 

be separate EML in each department and regular training 

should be conducted to students, JRs and clinicians. The 

findings are similar to other studies conducted on KAP of 

RUM, but in different faculties.11-13 

Around 50% of JRs prescribe medicines with both generic 

and brand name. Various studies have revealed that 

prescribing medicines by brand name has become a routine 

practice.15,16 Recently Medical Council of India has 

notified that prescribing drugs should be with generic 

names and also ensure that there is rational prescribing.17 

Prescribing by generic name will help to promote RUM. 

In this study, the percentage of JRs who are aware of P-

drug concept and practicing it, is less (63% and 45%). The 

reason might because of P-drugs being a new concept in 

India has gained importance only in the last few years.18  

Even though medical students are exposed to P drug 

concept in their second year (pharmacology curriculum), 

lack of knowledge regarding P-drug concept indicates that 

the P-drug concept has remained confined to 

pharmacology. Pharmacology is the only subject that deals 

with the rational use of medicine. There is an increasing 

concern about the pharmacology education in medical 

colleges as observed from high prescription errors by the 

junior doctors. Research showed that high incidence of 

drug prescribing errors is mainly due to inadequate 

pharmacology teaching.19-21 

Although RUM is an important issue, but teaching of 

RUM is not given much importance in most of the medical 

colleges.22 This is responsible major cause of errors in 

prescribing with its adverse consequences subsequently.23 

WHO has suggested some measures for rational 

prescribing like continued emphasis on the inclusion of 

EML concept in undergraduate and post-graduate 

curriculum and emphasis on the effective utilization of 

drug committees at regional and district levels.24 This 

study provides an insight into the opinions and knowledge 

of various aspects of RUM in junior doctors which would 

be helpful in planning an intervention RUM. 

CONCLUSION 

Majority of JRs were aware about various issues 

concerned with RUM but the knowledge related to EML, 

P drugs, schedule H drugs and number of FDCs in EML 

was limited. As junior residents are future prescribers, they 

need to be aware of all the aspects of RUM. 

Inadequate/improper knowledge in the above areas is a 

matter of concern and needs to be addressed. Similar 

studies should be done at medical colleges, district 

hospitals and health care centers, so that the lacunae in 

knowledge, attitude and practice of RUM can be identified 

and appropriate corrective measures taken which will help 

in improving the quality of health care.  
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